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Abstract. Diffusion tensor reconstruction is made possible through the
acquisition of several diffusion weighted images, each corresponding to
a given sampling direction in the q-space. In this study, we address the
question of sampling efficiency, and show that in case we have some prior
knowledge on the diffusion characteristics, we may be able to adapt the
sampling directions for better reconstruction of the diffusion tensor. The
prior is a tensor distribution function, estimated over a given region of
interest, possibly on several subjects. We formulate an energy related
to error on tensor reconstruction, and calculate analytical gradient ex-
pression for efficient minimization. We validate our approach on a set of
5199 tensors taken within the corpus callosum of the human brain, and
show improvement by an order of 10% on the MSE of the reconstructed
tensor.
1 Introduction
With the discovery of diffusion tensor MRI, Basser and colleagues [1] suggested
to use at least 6 non-collinear diffusion gradients for an accurate reconstruction
of the self-diffusion covariance matrix. Since then, several authors have been
working on the optimal choice of sampling directions. A family of methods aim
at reducing error propagation from diffusion measurements to the reconstructed
tensors. Papadakis and colleagues [2] propose the minimization of an index κ,
calculated as the mean squared error on the tensor. Equivalently, Skare and
colleagues [3] proposed to minimize the condition number of the measurement
matrix. Other approaches aim at isotropically spread the directions on the unit
sphere. Such diffusion gradient sets may be constructed either using an electro-
static repulsion energy minimization, as proposed by Jones and colleagues [4].
Papadakis and colleauges also proposed a variant [5], recursively minimizing an
r−n repulsion energy for growing n, up to convergence. Interestingly, they report
it to also optimize the index κ they introduced previously [2]. A new trend tend
to also optimize the arrangement of these directions along the sequence, so that
any subset of the scan may correspond to a valid scheme, in oreder to recover
information even if the patient has moved at a given moment of the scan [6–8].
Finally, geometric construction is an alternative, cite for instance the tesselation
of the sphere proposed by Tuch [9].
The convergence of the community towards direction sets isotropically spread
on the sphere is motivated by the need for rotational independence of the re-
construction accuracy [10],[11]. Indeed, there may be a huge variability (intra
and inter subject) in diffusion characteristics, and without prior on this vari-
ability, we should be able to estimate with equal accuracy any tensor, with any
orientation. For several applications however, such as spinal cord imaging, or
study of region of interest within the brain white matter, the tensor distribution
may be far from isotropic. Hence the efficiency of isotropic sampling scheme is
questionable in such situation.
Recent works have proposed to include some prior on the tensor field under
study in the design of optimal sampling scheme. Peng and Arfanakis [12] con-
sider a collection of tensors of selected orientations, and optimize the sampling
scheme for these tensors. They show significant improvement over conventional
methods in the literature, however as their method require long computation to
generate direction sets, they propose a workaround consisting in using for actual
application a direction set previously designed for some similar situation, and
their proposal ends up with a lack of generality. More recently, Gao and col-
leagues [13] proposed a framework to take into account some knowledge on the
tensor field under study in order to design optimal diffusion imaging parameters,
including directions and physical parameters involved in the b-value. However
they did not address applicability in practical applications, and only performed
their validation on synthetic tensor field.
In this article, we derive a cost function leading to an adaptive choice of
direction set, develop our approach and clearly show the improvement brought
by the prior. We show possible application on two selected ROIs in the brain
white matter, namely the corpus callosum (CC) and cortico-spinal tract (CST),
and provide validation through Monte-Carlo simulations. For a given number of
unique directions (N = 12 in our experiment), we show significant improvement
in using an adaped set of gradient directions over an isotropic sampling scheme.
2 Reducing error propagation for a given tensor
distribution
The focus ring of a camera allows one to take a picture making the edges of an
item or a person appear sharper, while the remaining area of the photograph
remains blurred. There may be a similar trade-off in diffusion MRI, in case one
is only interested in a region of interest (ROI) within the field of view of the
scan. In this section, we explain how it is possible, with some knowledge on the
tensor characteristics in the ROI, to design an acquisition scheme that may be
optimal for this ROI.
2.1 Error propagation to tensor estimate
Under the assumption of Gaussian diffusion of water molecules, the attenuated
diffusion signal is given by the well known Stejskal-Tanner equation:
si = s0 exp(−bgTi Dgi) (1)
where s0 is the signal without diffusion gradient, si is the attenuated signal corre-
sponding to the gradient direction gi, with the corresponding diffusion weighting
factor given by the b-value, and D is the diffusion tensor, representing the co-
variance matrix of displacement of water molecules during the effective diffusion
time.
If we rewrite the tensor D in a vector form (note the
√
2 factor in front
of the off-diagonal elements, ensuring isometric properties of the transform, as
reminded by Basser and Pajevic [14]):
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then the model can be written in a linear form as follows:
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In case the tensor is reconstructed using the classical linear least-squares
technique, the tensor estimate has a simple expression as a function of the log-
transformed signal. Indeed if we note dˆ the estimate of the tensor, we have
dˆ = H+y, where H+ = (HTH)−1HT is the pseudo-inverse of the observation
matrix, and the error on the estimate of the tensor is δdˆ = H+δy. From there,
we can estimate the mean squared error on the estimate of the tensor (where
the mean should be understood on the outcomes of the signal, as well as over
the space of symmetric positive-definite tensors S+):
MSE(dˆ) =
∫
S+
E[δdˆT δdˆ]p(d)dd (5)
where p is a probability density function on S+, representing the prior. From
equation 5, if we consider (δdˆT δdˆ) as a matrix rather than as a scalar value and
take its trace, using Tr(AB) = Tr(BA) we can write:
MSE(dˆ) = Tr
(
H+
(∫
S+
E[δy δyT ]p(d)dd
)
H+T
)
= κadapt(Θ). (6)
The expression in equation 6 depends on the observation matrix (and conse-
quently on the direction set Θ), as well as on the signal, which in turn depends
on the diffusion characteristics. This equation opens a way to derive an optimal
direction set Θopt for the given prior tensor distribution p. We call this cost
function κadapt, with reference to the index κ defined by Papadakis [2].
2.2 Taking into account the prior
Given a prior tensor distribution, we would like to estimate the mean covariance
matrix on the log-measurement. The magnitude MR signal is known to be Ri-
cian distributed, however if the SNR is sufficiently high (which is a reasonable
assumption for clinical DTI sequence, where moderate b-value are involved), it is
a good approximation to consider the noise on si as Gaussian (see Sijbers’ Ph.D
dissertation [15] for reference). The measurement yi is obtained by a non-linear
transform of the signal, however a first-order approximation can accurately de-
scribe the noise on y as Gaussian, as initially proposed by Basser and colleagues
[1], and its covariance matrix is, for a single tensor:
E[δy δyT ] = diag
(
σ2
s˜2i
)
, (7)
where s˜i is the expected value of the signal. This expression can be integrated
over the space of tensors, to evaluate the mean covariance matrix Σ. In this
equation, σ represents the noise standard deviation of the signal, and is supposed
equal for all diffusion images.
2.3 Energy minimization
The problem of finding a suitable direction set then comes to minimizing a cost
function, over the space of direction sets (S2)N , where the unit half-sphere S2
can be parameterized by angles (ϑ, ϕ) ∈ [0, pi/2]× [0, 2pi]. The relation between
this parameterization with angles and the diffusion gradients is simply:
gi = [sin(ϑi) cos(ϕi) sin(ϑi) sin(ϕi) cos(ϑi)]
T (8)
We recall the cost function hereafter:
κadapt(Θ) = Tr
(
H(Θ)
+
Σ(Θ)H(Θ)
+T
)
(9)
for which we calculate an analytical expression of the partial derivatives, so as
to fasten the gradient computation used in the minimization procedure.
The partial derivative of κadapt with respect to the i-th angle ϑi is (similar
expression is obtained for ∂κadapt/∂ϕi):
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∂ϑi
= Tr
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)
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)
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where the derivative of the pseudoinverse matrix can be calculated as:
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As the matrix H is calculated as a function of the angles ϑi and ϕi (involving
sine, cosine and square functions, see equations 4 and 8), the partial derivative
∂H/∂ϑi has a straightforward expression.
3 Validation
We validated our method on a scan of a human brain, acquired on a 3T scanner
with 41 gradient directions and a baseline image, under a b-value of 700mm2s−1.
Once reconstructed from these images, the tensor field was considered as our
gold standard.
3.1 Some sample tensor distribution on real dataset
As explained in the previous section, our method may find an interest in sit-
uations our prior on tensor field significantly deviates from the isotropic dis-
tribution. To show that such ROI exist in practice, we selected two different
structures in the white matter of the brain, namely the corpus callosum (CC)
and the cortico-spinal tract (CST). We estimated the tensor orientation distri-
bution function over the set of voxels within these ROI. The construction of
these ROI we performed by segmentation on the previously reconstructed ori-
entation distribution function (ODF) image, using Descoteaux and colleagues’
algorithm [16].
As in these regions, tensors have similar anisotropy values, we only focused
on the distribution of the principal eigenvector of tensors. We estimated this
distribution function through kernel density estimation, using a symmetrized
Von Mises-Fischer kernel. The results are plotted in figures 1 and 2. As expected,
the tensors within the CC have a preferred orientation along the left-right axis,
as this region of white matter connects the two brain hemisphere together. More
surprising is that within the CST, although this structure is more complex, we
also report a distribution which is far from being uniform.
3.2 Adaptive choice of directions
In order to evaluate the gain of using adapted directions, we compare the recon-
struction accuracy for isotropic directions [5] and adapted directions, constructed
as minimizer of the index κadapt. Minimization was performed through steepest
gradient descent, taking an isotropic direction set as an initial solution. This was
calculated for the collection of 5199 tensors contained in the CC, as depicted on
figure 1.
The optimal directions generated are plotted in figure 3, together with isotropic
directions. We can see that the index κadapt tends to prefer directions oriented
within the sagittal plane, which corresponds to the plane orthogonal to the pre-
ferred directions of fibres within the CC. It follows the intuition, in the sense
that the signal we measure when gradient is applied orthogonal to the fibers is
less attenuated than along the fibers, hence the SNR is higher.
3.3 Improvement on tensor reconstruction
To evaluate the accuracy of the reconstructed tensor, we performed Monte-Carlo
simulations of DWI corrupted by Rician noise. The SNR, calculated on the base-
line B0 image, ranged from 10 to 100. The tensor was reconstructed using linear
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Fig. 1. Principal diffusion direction distribution within the CC. We represent here
the principal eigenvector distribution function of the tensors, computed as a blurred
indicator function on the sphere. Red, green and blue axes represent the left-right,
dorso-ventral and anteroposterior axes, respectively. For clarity, we also projected the
sphere on [0, pi]× [0, 2pi], using parameterization by azimut and elevation angles.
least-squares from these diffusion images. These simulation and reconstruction
steps were repeated 3000 times, which seemed to be enough for stable computa-
tion of the bias and standard deviation of Trace and Fractional Anisotropy (FA),
as well as Mean Squared Error. All these statistics were computed voxel-wise,
then averaged over the ROI. We sum up the results on figure 4.
We can improve the average MSE, by a factor of 5 to 10%; this was an
expected result, as the index κadapt is directly related to the expected bayesian
MSE. Regarding the scalar indices calculated on the tensor, our method also
allows us a gain of about 2%. This shows that we can outperform isotropic
sampling in terms of reconstruction accuracy, in this case the tensor distribution
is not uniform and we have a prior on it.
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Fig. 2. Principal diffusion direction distribution within the CST.
4 Discussion and conclusion
We have proposed an original and efficient method to calculate sampling gra-
dient directions set in diffusion tensor MRI, using prior knowledge on diffusion
characteristics. We show promising results on Monte-Carlo simulated data, for
a tensor field within the human brain. Application of our technique have a great
potential interest in diffusion imaging of the spinal cord, an important and hot
topic of study (see the recent ISMRM conference). We are currently working on a
validation of our technique for such region. Note that our method implies that we
are able to define the sampling directions in a frame related to the patient. This
is indeed made possible by most clinical scanners, which allow one to manually
rotate a frame, using a fast sequence called localizer prior to acquisition.
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Fig. 4. The MSE as well as bias on scalar parameters were estimated through Monte-
Carlo simulations. We plot here these statistics averaged over the considered ROI.
